
 Preschool block
 Handwriting exercises

5 years and up



This block belongs to

Your name

Hello, my name is Doggy. 
In this block there are lots of fun  

exercises for you to practise before 
you learn how to write. Make sure your 

pencils are always sharp.  
Enjoy your block!
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Straight lines

Starry sky
Doggy looks into the starry sky. 
Trace the stars in the sky.  
Draw some more stars.

Trace!
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Loop-the-loop

Paper planes
Each paper plane has a different 
flight path. Trace each line  
several times with different  
coloured pencils. Trace!
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Football practice
The hares are playing football. 
Trace the lazy eights several times  
in the direction of the arrow.

Lazy eight

Trace!
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Tracing paths

Car race
Trace the race track several times  
with your pencil. Try to stay away  
from the edges. How fast can you do it? Trace!
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Slalom course
Each child has built their own  
slalom course. Help them ride  
back and forth between the cones.

Waves

Trace!
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Preschool block 5 years and up 
Handwriting exercises

 y varied exercises suitable for children 

 y trains fine motor skills and concentration 

 y prepares for writing at school

 y ideal for at home and on the go

 y includes card game
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